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Edinburg City Hall
TAG International

Desiring to build a new city hall that would encourage downtown development and strengthen civic identity, Edinburg city 

officials commissioned TAG International to design the new city hall facility as part of a larger master plan effort. Going beyond the initial project 

parameters, TAG helped city leaders envision the new structure as part of a larger civic epicenter, creating a sense of identity for Edinburg and an 

appealing pedestrian destination. 

Working with a site featuring several historic buildings including a 1920s-era auditorium that had long served as a community hub, the project team 

conducted extensive research on the history of the community and its architectural heritage. An early photograph of the old county courthouse was 

obtained and used as a starting point, and the design grew from the region’s historical language, interpreted in a contemporary fashion. The historic 

FAcing PAgE: An elliptical plaza anchors the existing Edinburg Auditorium, a state historical landmark, with the new facility and will include a three-story tower, which will 
provide a visible city landmark.
Project Design team: Bruce Jackson, Ron Pope and Jamie crawley.
Rendering by M. Brown, courtesy of tAg international
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auditorium was preserved and made a focus of the overall site design. The 

auditorium’s stone base and brick exterior material palette will be incorporated 

into the new city hall as a nod to the past. 

Planning led to the closing of a portion of McIntyre Street—a thoroughfare that 

connected the two most prominent structures in the larger community, the 

county courthouse and the University of Texas-Pan American—for the creation 

of a pedestrian axis through the two-block site. The new city hall will be sited 

at the center of that former street such that it relates to the historic auditorium. 

Because there was no significant outdoor space, the design team incorporated 

a public plaza, which led to the inclusion of an iconic, three-story tower as part 

of the city hall, creating a public square evocative of European plazas. 

Referencing Baroque architecture, the plaza was designed as an elliptical 

shape, which is defined by brick pavers and features a porcelain-tile compass 

star and fountain in the center. The plaza will be brought inside the city hall’s 

two-story main lobby, which is a transparent volume allowing passersby to peer 
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along the city’s main axis through the structure’s floor-to-parapet glass exterior. 

The porcelain and paver materials from the plaza will also appear in the lobby, 

furthering the indoor-outdoor relationship.  

Going beyond Edinburg city officials’ programmatic needs, TAG International 

helped expand their vision, leading to the creation of a community epicenter 

and civic destination predicated on a contemporary interpretation of the 

community’s historical architectural language.           

ABOVE: the project site is located on a major axis through the city that will connect 
the new city hall to the University of texas–Pan American campus to the west and the 
Museum of South texas history and the hidalgo county courthouse to the east.
Rendering by J. crawley, courtesy of tAg international

Right: the elliptical shape of the outdoor plaza continues through the main building 
lobby, connecting interior and exterior spaces visibly through a transparent glass wall.
Rendering by J. crawley, courtesy of tAg international

FAcing PAgE LEFt: the council chambers provide a multifunctional venue for public 
receptions, city meetings and cultural activities.
Rendering by J. crawley, courtesy of tAg international

FAcing PAgE Right: this graphic representation shows the distribution of departments 
in the new Edinburg city hall.
Rendering courtesy of tAg international
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